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Was a tremor in the Kara Sea about 80 miles southeast of an underground nuclear testing site on the island of Novaya Zemlya a nuclear explosion or an earthquake? If the former, one might conclude that Russian political authorities knowingly violated a nuclear test ban treaty. If the latter, one might conclude that United States (US) officials who are against ratification of said treaty by the US Senate are making much ado about nothing.

In the past when such differences of opinion surfaced and so-called corroborating data were classified, informed citizenry could not be adequately informed. This is because "open skies" proposals to share the most accurate detection and monitoring means to decrease misperceptions of threat did not generate enough political support. One's opinion was then most often based on political commitment, faith, various conscious and unconscious cognitive and emotional schemata, and so on.

Now and in the future, the skies truly seem to be opening and the very need for "open skies" advocacy appears moot. Seismology and satellite technology has and is becoming available so that informed opinion concerning putative treaty violations can occur with data independent of government sources.